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Abstract
We apply interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin finite element method (dGFEM)
for pricing of European and American options for Heston PDE. The advantages
of dGFEM space discretization with Rannacher smoothing as time integrator
with non-smooth initial and boundary conditions are illustrated in several nu-
merical examples for European call, as well as butterfly spread, digital call and
American put options. The convection dominated Heston PDE for vanishing
volatility is efficiently solved utilizing the adaptive dGFEM algorithm. The lin-
ear complementary problem for the American option is solved using the norm
preconditioned projected successive over relaxation (PSOR) method. Numeri-
cal experiments illustrate that dGFEM is an accurate and efficient method for
pricing options.
Keywords: Heston model, European option, American option, discontinuous
Galerkin method, adaptive grids, Rannacher smoothing, preconditioning
1. Introduction
The valuation of options are of utmost importance to be able to offset the
risk arising from the unexpected price changes in the financial markets. Espe-
cially, international investors may incur considerable financial losses due to the
fluctuations in the currency prices. Therefore, options on foreign exchange rate
are commonly used to mitigate this vulnerability. In this paper, we focus on
the pricing of some European type options, namely vanilla call, butterfly spread
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and digital options, and American put options, all of which are popular among
the practitioners.
Since the value of an option is affected by the performance of its underlying,
it becomes crucial to examine the price dynamics of the considered security.
The celebrated Black-Scholes model [1] is unsuccessful in predicting the volatility
smirk due to the assumption of constant volatility. In particular, the model gives
poor results for the options on exchange rate [2]. This important shortcoming
can be overcame by regarding volatility as a source of randomness as suggested
in Heston stochastic volatility model. Under Heston framework, the volatility
is treated as a square-root process which enables us to obtain more accurate
prices for options [3]. Indeed, assuming the volatility of the exchange rate is
non-constant over time seems a more realistic approach in today’s financial
markets.
One of the other reasons for the popularity of Heston model is that a semi an-
alytical pricing formula is proposed for European vanilla options, addressing its
mathematical tractability. This pricing formula is based on the inverse Fourier
transform, which yields fast and accurate solutions for the value of European
vanilla options. But as far as we know, there is generally no closed-form pricing
formula for more complex contracts, and therefore many attempts have been
made to use more sophisticated numerical techniques such as the PDE-based
methods.
Before reviewing the literature on PDE-based numerical methods, we want
to mention that Monte Carlo methods are also one of the most widely used nu-
merical techniques for the option pricing problems. Although its implementation
is straightforward, it requires large number of realizations to achieve high accu-
racy. Moreover, only one option price can be evaluated for a given initial data.
Therefore, the simulations can be too costly which leads us to the discretization
methods based on the solution of partial differential equations (PDEs).
Regarding European options, pricing problems under Heston model can be
represented as a two-dimensional diffusion-convection-reaction PDE with vari-
able coefficients [3, 4]. Here, the diffusion matrix contains cross-diffusion terms
as a result of the correlation between the volatility and the underlying security.
Additionally, the initial and boundary data are non-smooth for different op-
tions. Therefore, the numerical solution of the Heston PDE is more challenging
than the constant coefficient diffusion-convection-reaction equations. the most
commonly used PDE-based method for European option pricing under Heston
model is the finite-differences (FD). For instance, alternating direction implicit
(ADI) FD [5, 6] and compact FD schemes [7, 8] are constructed for efficient and
accurate discretization of the mixed derivatives in the cross diffusion term, which
require sufficiently smooth initial and boundary conditions. Alternatively, one
can use finite elements method (FEM) for the valuation of European options
as in the paper of [9], which was the first to apply the FEM to option pricing
problems under Heston model. Radial basis (see e.g. [10]) and spectral methods
(see e.g. [11]) are also among the PDE-based methods that have been studied
in the context of option pricing, which are more accurate than the classical
FD methods, but have the drawback of requiring the inversion of full system
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matrices.
In the case of American options, the value function satisfies a parabolic par-
tial differential variational inequality system due to the early exercise constraint.
As a result, there exists no closed form solution to the American option pric-
ing problem, which is solved approximately as linear complementarity problem
(LCP). Most of the methods for American options use finite difference discretiza-
tion in space [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] with operator splitting for the solution of
the LCP. Recently finite element methods are also applied for solving Ameri-
can options under Heston’s model [18, 19, 20, 21]. The favored method for the
solution of the linear complementarity problem is the projected successive over
relaxation method (PSOR) [14, 15] and projected Gauss-Seidel (PSG) method.
The convergence of solutions of the LPC are accelerated using multigrid meth-
ods [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20]. The LPC is approximated by primal dual active set
method applied in [18, 21]. For a review of methods for the American option
pricing under Heston’s model we refer to [16] and references therein.
In this paper, we apply symmetric interior penalty Galerkin (SIPG) method
[22, 23], a member of discontinuous Galerkin (dG) methods, with upwinding for
the convection part [24] to solve Heston’s option pricing model for some Eu-
ropean type options, namely vanilla call, butterfly spread and digital options.
As regards the case of American options we use, however, the corresponding
SIPG together with the PSOR method. The discontinuous Galerkin finite ele-
ments method (dGFEM) emerged as an alternative to the classical continuous
finite element methods in the last twenty years. The basis functions in dGFEM
are discontinuous along the inter-element boundaries in contrast to the classical
FEMs. The dGFEM has a number of desirable properties like the weakly en-
forcement of the boundary conditions, hp-refinement (space and order) and ease
of parallelization. The stability of dGFEMs are handled via the penalty term
which penalizes the jumps of the solution on the element boundaries in contrast
to the classical stabilized FEMs such as streamline upwind/Petrov-Galerkin
(SUPG) method with additional stabilization terms.
An interesting feature of Heston model is the occurrence of sharp layers or
discontinuities for vanishing volatility. In the case of European call options, for
instance, extremely high foreign interest rates makes the problem convection-
dominated [6] when the underlying volatility is very small. In such cases, the
naive approach is to refine the spatial mesh uniformly, which increases the de-
grees of freedom and refines the mesh unnecessarily in regions where the so-
lutions are smooth. In FD methods, predefined non-uniform grids [5, 6, 7] are
used to resolve accurately the discontinuities or the sharp layers. In practice, the
location of the interior or boundary layers for convection dominated problems
are usually not known a priori. Adaptive FEMs can detect the layers using a
posteriori error estimators by refining the mesh locally. Due to the local nature
of the basis functions of the dGFEMs, the sharp layers and the singularities of
the solution can be detected easily using the adaptive techniques [25] which are
robust, i.e. independent of the Pe´clet number (ratio of convection to diffusion).
Recently dGFEMs are applied to various option pricing models. Pricing of Eu-
ropean and American options are investigated in Constant Elasticity of Variance
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(CEV) model in [26] and American options for the Black-Scholes equation in
[27]. Different versions of interior penalty dG methods are applied for pric-
ing of Asian and European options under Black-Scholes and Heston model in
[28, 29, 30].
Option pricing models have non-smooth initial data, with the discontinuous
first derivatives of the payoff functions. The most popular time discretization
method in option pricing is the Crank-Nicolson method, which leads undesired
oscillations for non-smooth initial data. The instability of the Crank-Nicolson
method is remedied by applying in the first four steps the implicit backward
Euler method and then continuing with Crank-Nicolson method as time inte-
grator, known as Rannacher smoothing [31]. Rannacher smoothing was used
for different option pricing models [14, 32], which we apply here to the Heston
model. The LCP problem is solved by the PSOR method. Because the con-
dition number of the dGFEM discretized matrices rapidly increasing and the
convergence of the PSOR method slows down. Therefore preconditioned PSOR
method is used with the norm preconditioner in [33] which is designed for linear
systems of equations in dGFEM discretization for diffusion-convection-reaction
equations. In the literature different preconditioners like the multigrid methods
are used to accelerate the convergence of the PSOR. To the best of knowledge,
the PSOR with a matrix preconditioner is used first time. We show the dGFEM
give accurate results on coarse grids for different correlations and for the cases
when the Feller condition is violated .
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we introduce Hes-
ton’s model for option pricing, and give strong and variational forms of Heston
PDE. Space discretization via SIPG method and time discretization by Crank-
Nicolson method with Rannacher smoothing are described in Section 3. The
American option pricing as LPC is formulated in Section 4 with the precon-
ditioned PSOR method. In Section 5, we present numerical results for the
valuation of European call as well as butterfly spread, digital call and Ameri-
can put options, convection dominated problem for European call options using
adaptive dGFEM. The paper ends with some conclusions.
2. Heston model
The Heston stochastic volatility model suppose that the volatility of the
underlying security is driven by a square-root process [3]. Due to this assump-
tion, the model is successful in modeling the smile effect observed in the option
prices. Another main advantage of the model is that a semi-analytical price can
be easily derived for the European vanilla options, which makes the model more
favorable for practitioners. On the other hand, like the Monte-Carlo method,
only a single value of the option can be evaluated for a given data.
In Section 2.1, we describe Heston dynamics, and give the semi-analytical
solutions for the value of European vanilla options. In Section 2.2, Heston’s two-
dimensional diffusion-convection-reaction equation for the European options
and as inequality system for American options is presented. The variational
4
formulation is introduced in Section 2.3, which is needed for the implementa-
tion of dGFEM.
2.1. The model dynamics
In the Heston stochastic volatility model, the value of the underlying security
St is governed by the stochastic differential equation [3]
dSt = (rd − rf )Stdt+√vtStdWSt , (1)
and the variance vt follows the square-root process
dvt = κ(θ − vt)dt+ σ√vtdW vt , (2)
where WSt and W
v
t are correlated standard Brownian motions such that
E∗[dWSt dW vt ] = ρdt,
with ρ being a constant correlation coefficient. Here, rd is the domestic interest
rate, rf is the foreign interest rate, κ is the mean reversion rate, θ is the long-run
mean level of vt, and σ is the volatility of the volatility (vol of vol).
Before concentrating on the valuation of options via the PDE technique, it
is noteworthy to make some remarks about Heston model. If the parameters
in (2) satisfy the well-known Feller condition 2κθ ≥ σ2, the variance process vt
turns out to be strictly positive, which is the case ideally required. However,
as experienced in some practical applications, this condition can be violated,
namely, the variance process vt can reach zero for some t > 0 with probability
1. But it is important to mention that even this condition is not fulfilled, the
Lebesgue measure over the set of times at which vt = 0 is zero. Therefore,
one can conclude that the variance process will not be stuck at zero even when
the Feller condition does not hold (see [34] for a more detailed discussion). For
numerical computations in Section 5 we assume that the Feller condition is
satisfied, except in one of the test problems for American options. The second
remark is about the valuation of European options. As noted before, Heston
model provides a Fourier-based pricing formula for some types of contracts such
as European vanilla and digital options. Although we focus on pricing by means
of SIPG, we treat these approximations as benchmark solutions in the numerical
tests and therefore begin with introducing them. Let V C(t, v, S) be the price
of a European call option at time t with an exercise price K and maturity T .
Considering the dynamics defined in (1)-(2), the semi-analytical solution for the
price V C(t, v, S) is given by [3, 35]:
V C(t, v, S) = Ste
−rfτQ1 −Ke−rdτQ2, (3)
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where τ = T − t denotes the time to maturity and for k = 1, 2
Qk =
1
2
+
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
Re
[
e−iω ln(K)
iω
fk(ω; ln(S), v)
]
dω,
fk(ω; ln(S), v) = exp{Ck(τ, ω)) +Dk(τ, ω)v + iω ln(S)},
Ck(τ, ω) = (rd − rf )iωτ + κθ
σ2
[
(bk − ρσiω + dk)τ − 2 ln
(
1− hkedkτ
1− hk
)]
,
Dk(τ, ω) =
bk − ρσiω + dk
σ2
(
1− edkτ
1− hkedkτ
)
,
hk =
bk − ρσiω + dk
bk − ρσiω − dk ,
dk =
√
(ρσiω − bk)2 + (−1)kσ2iω + σ2ω2,
bk = (k − 2)ρσ + κ.
One can also derive a semi-analytical solution for the price of the digital options.
By considering the same arguments used for European call options, the semi-
analytical solution for the price of a digital call option can be expressed as [36]:
V D(t, v, S) = e−rdτQ2, (4)
where V D(t, v, S) is the price of the digital call option with strike price K and
maturity T. The above mentioned formulas can be easily adopted for put op-
tions, therefore this remark is limited to European call options. Unfortunately,
to the best of our knowledge, Heston model does not yield a similar, easily com-
putable pricing formula for American options. With the aim of pricing these
type options we address the SIPG method given in Section 3.
2.2. Heston model as parabolic PDE
As a direct application of Feyman-Kac theorem, the no-arbitrage price of a
European option under Heston model can be characterized by a two-dimensional
diffusion-convection-reaction equation with variable coefficients. Let V (t, vt, St)
be the price of a European option at time t and let g(vT , ST ) denote the pay-
off received at maturity T . Then, the option price V (t, vt, St) under Heston
model satisfies the following linear two-dimensional variable coefficient diffusion-
convection-reaction equation [3, 4]
∂V
∂t
+ J St V − rdV = 0, (5)
with the terminal condition
V (T, vT , ST ) = g(vT , ST ),
where vt > 0, St > 0, t ∈ [0, T ], and
J St V =
1
2
S2v
∂2V
∂S2
+(rd−rf )S ∂V
∂S
+ρσSv
∂2V
∂v∂S
+
1
2
σ2v
∂2V
∂v2
+κ(θ−v)∂V
∂v
. (6)
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Applying the so called log transformation x = log (S/K) and τ = T − t with
U(τ, v, x) = V (T − τ, v,Kex), PDE (5) is converted to the following equation
∂U
∂τ
− J xτ U + rdU = 0, (7)
where v > 0, x ∈ (−∞,∞), τ ∈ [0, T ], and
J xτ U =
1
2
v
∂2U
∂x2
+ (rd − rf − 1
2
v)
∂U
∂x
+ ρσv
∂2U
∂v∂x
+
1
2
σ2v
∂2U
∂v2
+ κ(θ − v)∂U
∂v
.
Note that due to the substitution τ = T − t, PDE (7) can also be regarded as
a forward equation with the following initial condition
U0 := U(0, v, x) = g(v,Kex).
Differently from its European counterparts, American options provide their
holders the flexibility of exercising at any time up to maturity. Therefore, when
evaluating American options, one should take into account its early exercise
feature, that are expressed in terms of some additional constraints on the pric-
ing problem (5) and (7). More precisely, for valuing American options we are
addressed to a system of partial differential inequalities (also known as varia-
tional inequality system or linear complementary problem) whereas the price
of a European option is given by the solution of a partial differential equation,
as mentioned above. In the following, we will introduce the well-known linear
complementary problem given for the valuation of American options and briefly
discuss the so-called early-exercise feature.
Now, suppose that V (t, vt, St) denotes the time t-price of an American op-
tion with the payoff function g(vT , ST ). As is well-known in the literature (see,
e.g. [16]), the American option price V (t, vt, St) is defined as the solution of the
following linear complementary problem:
∂V
∂t
+ J St V − rdV ≤ 0, V ≥ g,(
∂V
∂t
+ J St V − rdV
)
(V − g) = 0,
(8)
where the operator J St V is given in Eq. (6).
As in the case of European options, if we use x = log (S/K) and τ = T − t
with the price U(τ, v, x) = V (T −τ, v,Kex), operator J xτ U and initial condition
U0, the linear complementary problem given above is transformed into
∂U
∂τ
− J xτ U + rdU ≥ 0, U ≥ U0,(
∂U
∂τ
− J xτ U + rdU
)
(U − U0) = 0.
(9)
Importantly, note that these linear complementary problems (8) and (9) provide
an insight about the exercise region of American option. For brevity, we consider
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the linear complementary system (8) to examine the exercise region, since similar
arguments can be easily deduced from the transformed system (9). To begin
with, the inequality V ≥ g implies that the value of an American option is worth
at least as much as its payoff function. Then, taking the first inequality into
account, one can deduce that i) it is better to hold the option if it turns out to be
a PDE in the form of (5), for which V > g ii) it is better to exercise the option
when it turns out to be a strict inequality, for which V = g. In other words, the
holding region is compromised of the points that satisfy ∂V∂t + J St V − rdV = 0
whereas the exercise region is compromised of the points implying ∂V∂t +J St V −
rdV < 0. For a more detailed discussion, see e.g. [16].
Since in the next sections we will introduce the formulation of SIPG method
for Heston model, it is useful to give the above mentioned pricing problems also
in matrix notations. We consider an open bounded domain Ω with the boundary
Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN , where on ΓD the Dirichlet and on ΓN the Neumann boundary
conditions are prescribed, respectively. Then, the log transformed PDE given
in (7) is expressed as the following diffusion-convection-reaction equation
∂U
∂τ
−∇ · (A∇U) + b · ∇U + rdU = 0 in (0, T )× Ω, (10a)
U(τ, z) = UD(τ, z) on (0, T )× ΓD, (10b)
A∇U(τ, z) · n = UN (τ, z) on (0, T )× ΓN , (10c)
U(0, z) = U0(z) in {0} × Ω, (10d)
where n is the outward unit normal vector, z = (v, x)T , throughout this paper,
is the spatial element. In (10), the diffusion matrix and convective field are
given by
A =
1
2
v
(
σ2 ρσ
ρσ 1
)
and b = v
(
κ
1
2
)
+
( −κθ + 12σ2−(rd − rf ) + 12ρσ
)
.
Remark 1. Although, the transformed PDE (7) is defined on the computational
domain (0,∞) × (−∞,∞), dGFEM must be performed on a bounded spatial
region Ω = (vmin, vmax, )× (xmin, xmax) for the numerical simulations.
2.3. Variational form for European options
We introduce the weak formulation of Heston’s model as the parabolic
convection-diffusion-reaction equation (10). Let L2(Ω) be the space consist-
ing of all square integrable functions on Ω, H1(Ω) denote the Hilbert space
of all functions having square integrable first-order partial derivatives, and
H10 (Ω) = {w ∈ H1(Ω) : w = 0 on ΓD}. The weak form of (10) is obtained by
multiplying the equation (10a) with a test function w ∈ H10 (Ω) and integrat-
ing by parts over the domain Ω. Then, for a.e. τ ∈ (0, T ], we seek a solution
U(τ, v, x) ∈ H1D(Ω) := {U ∈ H1(Ω) : U = UD on ΓD} satisfying
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∫
Ω
∂U
∂τ
wdz+ a(U,w) =
∫
ΓN
UNwds ∀w ∈ H10 (Ω), (11a)∫
Ω
U(0, z)wdz =
∫
Ω
U0wdz ∀w ∈ H10 (Ω), (11b)
where ds is the arc-length element on the boundary. In (11), a(U,w) is the
classical bilinear form given by
a(U,w) =
∫
Ω
(A∇U · ∇w + b · ∇Uw + rdUw) dz, ∀w ∈ H10 (Ω).
We assume that the matrix A is positive definite, i.e. v > 0 and ρ ∈ (−1, 1)
which is usually satisfied.
There exist constants C, c1 and c2 for all U and w, so that the bilinear form
a(·, ·) is continuous and weakly coercive [9]:
|a(U,w)| ≤ C||U ||H1(Ω)||w||H1(Ω), U, w ∈ H1(Ω)
a(U,U) ≥ c1||U ||H1(Ω) − c2||U ||2L2(Ω), U ∈ H1(Ω)
The first inequality above accounts to the continuity of the bilinear form and
the second is the G˚arding inequality. The weakly coercive bilinear form a(·, ·)
can be transformed into a coercive one using the substitution U˜ = ec2τU [37,
Sec. 1.3.3]. Then, there exist a unique solution of the problem (11) and the
following energy estimate holds
max
τ∈[0,T ]
||U(τ, z)||2L2(Ω) + c1
∫ T
0
||U(τ, z)||2H1(Ω) ≤ ||U(0, z)||2L2(Ω).
3. Symmetric interior penalty Galerkin method
The interior penalty Galerkin methods are well-known members of the family
of dG methods, which use discontinuous polynomial approximations and enforce
boundary conditions weakly [23]. There are seldom works using dG methods
in option pricing. In [29], non-symmetric variant of interior penalty Galerkin
method was used to price the European option under one dimensional Black-
Scholes partial differential equation, and the same method was extended to two
dimensional partial differential equation case for valuation of Asian options in
[30]. In both studies, upwinding is used for convective terms, and in contrast to
the common approach, a weighted Sobolev space was constructed as the solution
space. In this paper, we use symmetric interior penalty Galerkin (SIPG) method
with upwinding for convective term, to price European and American options
under Heston model.
Let {ξh}h be a family of disjoint partition of the domain Ω into shape regular
(triangular) elements, i.e. Ω = ∪K∈ξhK. We set the mesh-dependent finite
dimensional solution and test function space by
Wh = Wh(ξh) :=
{
w ∈ H1(Ω) : w|K ∈ Pk(K), ∀K ∈ ξh
} 6⊂ H10 (Ω),
9
where the functions in Wh are discontinuous along the inter-element boundaries.
These discontinuities lead to the fact that on an interior edge e shared by two
neighboring triangles Ki and Kj , there are two different traces from either
triangles. Thus, for convenient, we define the jump and average operators of a
function w ∈Wh on e, respectively, by
[[w]] := w|KinKi + w|KjnKj , {{w}} :=
1
2
(w|Ki + w|Kj ).
On a boundary edge e ⊂ ∂Ω, we set [[u]] := u|Kn and {{u}} := u|K . In addition,
we form the sets of inflow and outflow edges as the following
Γ− = {z ∈ ∂Ω : b(v) · n(v, x) < 0} , Γ+ = ∂Ω \ Γ−,
∂K− = {z ∈ ∂K : b(v) · nK(v, x) < 0} , ∂K+ = ∂K \ ∂K−,
where nK denotes the outward unit vector on an element boundary ∂K. More-
over, we denote by Γ0h and Γ
D
h the sets of interior and Dirichlet boundary edges,
respectively, so that the union set is Γh = Γ
0
h ∪ ΓDh . Then, in space SIPG dis-
cretized semi-discrete system of the PDE (10) reads as: for a.e. τ ∈ (0, T ], for
all wh ∈Wh, find Uh := Uh(τ, z) ∈Wh such that∫
Ω
∂Uh
∂τ
whdz+ ah(Uh, wh) = fh(wh), (12a)∫
Ω
Uh(0, z)whdz =
∫
Ω
U0whdz, (12b)
with the bilinear and linear forms:
ah(Uh, wh) =
∑
K∈ξh
∫
K
(A∇Uh · ∇wh + b · ∇Uhwh + rdUhwh) dz
+
∑
e∈Γh
∫
e
(
σe
he
[[Uh]] · [[wh]]− {{A∇wh}}[[Uh]]− {{A∇Uh}}[[wh]]
)
ds
+
∑
K∈ξh
 ∫
∂K−\∂Ω
b · nK(Uouth − Uh)whds−
∫
∂K−∩Γ−
b · nKUhwhds
 ,
fh(wh) =
∑
e∈ΓNh
∫
e
UNwhdz+
∑
e∈ΓDh
∫
e
UD
(
σe
he
wh −A∇wh
)
ds
−
∑
K∈ξh
∫
∂K−∩Γ−
b · nKUDwhds,
where Uouth denotes the trace of Uh on an edge e from outside the triangle K.
The penalty parameter σe should be selected sufficiently large to ensure the
coercivity of the bilinear form [23, Sec. 27.1]. It ensures that the dG stiffness
matrix is positive definite. At the same time it should not be too large since
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the stiffness matrix becomes ill-conditioned for large penalty parameters. Here
we follow [38] to estimate the penalty parameter, above a threshold value the
bilinear form is coercive and the scheme is stable and convergent. From the
uniform ellipticity (positive definiteness) of the diffusion matrix A(v), it follows
that there exist two constants d0 and d1 such that the following inequality holds
d0y
Ty ≤ yTAy ≤ d1yTy, ∀y ∈ R2.
Then, one can compute and set the penalty parameter σe as [38]
σe =
3d21
d0
k(k + 1) cot θ, ∀e ∈ Γ0h, σe =
6d21
d0
k(k + 1) cot θ, ∀e ∈ ΓDh ,
where θ denotes the smallest angle over all triangles in ξh.
The SIPG semi-discrete solution of the Heston model (12) is given by
Uh(τ, z) =
Ne∑
m=1
Nk∑
j=1
umj (τ)ϕ
m
j (z), (14)
where ϕmj and u
m
j , j = 1, . . . , Nk, m = 1, . . . , Ne, are the basis functions span-
ning the space Wh and the unknown coefficients, respectively. The number
Nk denotes the local dimension of each dG element with the identity Nk =
(k + 1)(k + 2)/2, and Ne is the number of dG elements (triangles), leading to
the dG degrees of freedom N := Ne×Nk. Substituting (14) into (12) and choos-
ing υ = ϕki , i = 1, . . . , Nk, k = 1, . . . , Ne, we obtain the following semi-linear
system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the unknown coefficient
vector u = (u11, . . . , u
1
Nk
, . . . , uNe1 , . . . , u
Ne
Nk
)T ∈ RN
Muτ +Au = f , (15)
whereM is the mass matrix, A is the stiffness matrix and f is the right hand side
vector, with the entries (M)ij = (ϕ
j , ϕi)Ω, (A)ij = ah(ϕ
j , ϕi) and (f)i = fh(ϕ
i),
1 ≤ i, j ≤ N .
For the time discretization, we consider a uniform partition of [0, T ] into J
time intervals In = (τ
n−1, τn] of length ∆τ , n = 1, 2, . . . , J , with τ0 = 0. We
solve (15) with Rannacher smoothing [31] applying four steps backward Euler
method with the step size ∆τ/2 and continuing with the Crank-Nicolson method
with the step size ∆τ , thus the same coefficient matrix is formed [14]:(
M+
∆τ
2
A
)
u
m+1
2 = Mu
m
2 +
∆τ
2
f
m+1
2 , m = 0, 1, 2, 3,(
M+
∆τ
2
A
)
un+1 =
(
M− ∆τ
2
A
)
un +
∆τ
2
(fn + fn+1), n = 2, 3, . . .
(16)
The coefficient matrix is factorized by LU decomposition at the initial time step
and used in all successive time steps, which makes the time integration efficient.
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4. American option: linear complementary problem
For the American put option under Heston’s model, we consider the linear
complimentary problem (LCP) (9) in the form
∂U
∂τ
+ LHU ≥ 0, (17a)(
∂U
∂τ
+ LHU
)
(U − U0) = 0, (17b)
U ≥ U0, (17c)
where the differential operator is LHU := −∇ ·A∇U + b ·∇U + rdU . Let us set
the space WA := {w ∈ H1D(Ω) : w ≥ U0}. Then, for any w ∈WA, multiplying
(17a) by w − U0 (which does not change the inequality sign), taking integral
over the domain Ω and subtracting the integral of (17b) from it, we obtain the
variational formulation of (17) as [39, Chapter 12]∫
Ω
(
∂U
∂τ
+ LHU
)
(w − U)dz ≥ 0, ∀w ∈WA,
U(0, z) = U0.
(18)
Using the notations and formulations for the European option in the previous
section, the numerical pricing of American option after SIPG discretization with
the Rannacher smoothing (16) leads to the following LCPs in matrix-vector
form:
Bu
m+1
2 ≥ Fm, Bun+1 ≥ Fn,
u
m+1
2 ≥ u0, un+1 ≥ u0,
(u
m+1
2 − u0)T (Bum+12 − Fm) = 0, (un+1 − u0)T (Bun+1 − Fn) = 0,
(19)
at each time step, where we have set
B = M+
∆τ
2
A,
Fm = Mu
m+1
2 +
∆τ
2
f
m+1
2 , m = 0, 1, 2, 3,
Fn =
(
M− ∆τ
2
A
)
un +
∆τ
2
(fn + fn+1), n = 2, 3, . . .
One of the most popular methods for the solution of the LCPs in numerical
pricing of American options is the projected successive overrelaxation (PSOR)
method. The PSOR method converges for symmetric positive definite matri-
ces B [40]. The PSOR works also for non-symmetric but diagonally dominant
matrices [39]. But the matrix B resulting from SIPG discretization is not di-
agonally dominant. Additionally the condition number of the stiffness matrix
A is of order O(h2)−1 for SIPG, which leads to slow convergence of the PSOR.
Here we apply the PSOR with the norm preconditioner [33] Bs =
1
2 (B + B
T ),
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which is designed for the dGFEM discretization of diffusion-convection-reaction
problems. A linear system Bu = d can be solved using three different precon-
ditioners
• left preconditioner : Bs−1Bu = Bs−1d,
• right preconditioner : BBs−1v = d, v = Bsu,
• split (two-sided) preconditioner : Bs−1/2BBs−1/2v = Bs−1/2d, v =
Bs
1/2u
The eigenvalues of the three preconditioned matrices are the same and well
clustered and well conditioned. They are also diagonally dominant, and we are
able to use the PSOR method. Among the three conditioners the two-sided pre-
conditioner has transforms the non-normal DGFEM discretized matrices of the
diffusion-convection-reaction equations to normal matrices Bs
−1/2BBs−1/2 =
I +S, where S is skew-symmetric [33]. The preconditioned PSOR algorithm at
an individual time step for the LCP (19) with the two-sided norm preconditioner
Bs
−1/2BBs−1/2 is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The two-sided preconditioned PSOR algorithm
Aim: Finding the solution un+1 of the LCP (19) at a single time step.
Input: Known solution un, matrix B˜ := Bs
−1/2BBs−1/2, and vector
b := B
−1/2
s Fn.
Choose an initial guess y(0) ≥ Bs1/2u0 (possibly y(0) := Bs1/2un)
Choose  > 0, and ω ∈ (0, 1) according to (20).
for k = 1, 2, . . . do
for i = 1, 2, . . . , N do
y˜ = 1
B˜ii
(
bi −
∑i−1
j=1 B˜ijy
(k)
j −
∑N
j=i+1 B˜ijy
(k−1)
j
)
ci = y
(k−1)
i + ω(y˜ − y(k−1)i )
y
(k)
i = max{(Bs1/2u0)i, ci}
end for
if ‖y(k) − y(k−1)‖ <  then
stop
end if
end for
un+1 = Bs
−1/2y(k)
The optimal over-relaxation parameter ω, which is crucial for the conver-
gence of the PSOR is chosen according to [41] as
ω =
2
1 +
√
1− ρ2G
(20)
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where ρG is the spectral radius of the Jacobi iteration matrix G = D
−1(B˜−D)
with D as the diagonal of B˜.
5. Numerical results
In this section, we deal with the numerical solution of Heston PDE for some
European type options and of Heston LCP for American put options to show the
accuracy and efficiency of our numerical scheme. All simulations are performed
on a Windows 10 machine with Intel Core i7, 2.5 GHz and 8 GB using MATLAB
R2014. CPU times are given in seconds.
As the first test example, we consider European call options for which semi-
analytical solutions can be obtained. The second test example is the convection
dominated European call option pricing model solved by the adaptive dGFEM.
It is widely known that Heston PDE can be viewed as convection-dominated for
low volatilities; the numerical solutions exhibit oscillations around v ≈ 0. In the
case of European call options, the Heston PDE becomes convection dominated
especially for high foreign interest rates. Then, we show the performance of the
SIPG discretization with Rannacher smoothing in time for butterfly and digital
options with more non-smooth initial data than the European option. Finally
we solve numerical examples with American put options with the preconditioned
PSOR method.
It is worth mentioning that there is no a consensus in the literature regarding
the boundary conditions [42]. The main contentious issue is that some proposes
to impose a boundary condition at v = 0 if the Feller-condition is disregarded,
see for instance [9, 43, 14]. From the computational standpoint, when the
parameters κ, σ and θ of the squared-root process vt are not chosen according
to condition 2κθ ≥ σ2, vt can become zero for some points in time. Thereby, an
appropriate boundary condition at v = 0 is required to solve Heston’s diffusion-
convection-reaction equation (10) and LCP (18). On the other hand, from the
financial standpoint, the Feller condition is not violated; therefore, some discuss
that it suffices to define a boundary condition at xmin, xmax and vmax. In that
case, (10) and LCP (18) is subject to an outflow boundary at v = 0, see e.g.
[3, 5, 10]. The other controversy stems from the fact that one can find many
different types of boundary conditions when pricing an option. Therefore, it
is not certain at which boundary condition Heston’s PDE and LCP should be
used to achieve highly accurate solutions. For a detailed discussion on boundary
conditions in option pricing, we refer to [42].
5.1. European call option with Dirichlet boundary conditions
To illustrate that SIPG provides accurate solutions for Heston’s model, we
consider the valuation of European call options due to the fact that its semi-
analytical benchmark price can easily be derived, as mentioned in Section 2.1.
Let U(τ, v, x) be the price of a European call option at time τ, and let
g(v,Kex) denotes its payoff
g(v,Kex) = (Kex −K)+,
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withK being the strike price of the option. We consider the diffusion-convection-
reaction equation (10) under the non-homogenous Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions [43]:
U(τ, vmin, x) = (Ke
x−rfτ −Ke−rdτ )+,
U(τ, vmax, x) = Ke
x−rfτ ,
U(τ, v, xmin) = 0,
U(τ, v, xmax) = (Ke
xmax−rfτ −Ke−rdτ )+,
(21)
with the initial condition U(0, v, x) = (Kex−K)+. We note that for numerical
simulations, the unbounded computational domain [0,∞) × (−∞,∞) trans-
formed to a bounded one Ω = [0, 4] × [−2, 2] with a mesh and time step size
∆v = ∆x = 0.0625, ∆τ = 0.01. The parameters are set as in Table 1 [43].
Table 1: Parameter set for the example 5.1
κ θ σ ρ rd rf T S0 v0
1.0 0.09 0.4 -0.7 0.05 0.01 1 100 0.25
In Table 2, the numerical solutions obtained by the SIPG are compared with
semi-analytical (closed form) solutions given in Section 2.1. As it can be seen
from the relative errors in Table 2, SIPG turns out to provide highly accurate
prices for the call option with different strike prices. One can also observe from
Table 2 that, the SIPG method requires less CPU time (in seconds) than the
Monte Carlo method using 106 number of sample paths.
Table 2: Comparison with the closed form solutions and Monte Carlo simulation for different
strike prices, ∆τ = 0.01: linear (quadratic) dG elements
Kc
closed-form
solution
relative error
Monte Carlo
relative error
SIPG
CPU time
Monte Carlo
CPU time
SIPG
105 15.938 1.05e-03 1.79e-04 (5.33e-05) 224.8 30.2 (82.0)
110 13.857 1.12e-03 1.79e-03 (5.25e-05) 228.4 30.6 (78.8)
115 11.979 1.36e-03 5.16e-04 (1.26e-04) 222.9 28.9 (77.1)
130 7.483 1.62e-03 1.56e-03 (2.05e-04) 224.7 30.5 (82.4)
150 3.701 1.03e-03 5.42e-04 (1.99e-04) 224.0 30.5 (81.9)
5.2. Convection dominated European call option under Heston model
We consider the convection-dominated Heston PDE for European call op-
tions [6]. In order to illustrate the effect of large convective terms in the context
of option pricing, we present numerical results for the high foreign interest rates.
In the literature, for convection dominated option pricing models, usually spe-
cial predefined non-uniform grids are used for FD methods [5, 6, 7] and for finite
volume methods [44].
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There are two critical points for the European call options under Heston
model. The first one is around S = K where the option is at the money. The
other one is near the boundary v = 0, at which the oscillations occur due to the
large convection coefficients relatively to the diffusion coefficients, making the
PDE convection-dominated in this area. The solution of the evolution problems
modeled by the convection dominated diffusion-convection-reaction equations
has a number of challenges. In one hand, one has to resolve the solution around
the interior/boundary layers due to the convection domination. On the other
hand, the nature of non-stationary model leads to the resolution of spatial layers
to be more critical since the location of the layers may vary as time progresses.
In case of convection dominated Heston’s model, the location of the layer is
not changed as time progresses. Therefore the adaptive grid constructed at the
beginning of the time integration for the stationary convection-diffusion-reaction
equation and it is used in all the succeeding time steps.
The adaptive dGFEM consists of finding a non-uniform mesh ξh := ξ
(s)
h
(s > 0) starting from a coarse uniform mesh ξ
(0)
h by successive loops of the
following sequence:
SOLVE −→ ESTIMATE −→ MARK −→ REFINE
Thus, on the s-th iteration, we solve the system (16) for u1 and we obtain U1h
on the mesh ξ
(s−1)
h . Using computed solution U
1
h , then, the local error indicators
are calculated on each triangle K ∈ ξ(s−1)h , and according to local error indica-
tors, the elements having large error are refined to obtain the new non-uniform
mesh ξ
(s)
h . Here, the key step is the estimation of the local error indicators by
use of only computed solution and given problem data (a posteriori). As the a
posteriori error indicator, we use the robust (independent of the Pe´clet number)
residual based error indicator in [25], derived for a linear stationary diffusion-
convection-reaction equation. So, for each element K ∈ ξ(s−1)h , we define the
local error indicators η2K :
η2K = η
2
RK + η
2
E0K
+ η2EDK
+ η2ENK
, (22)
where ηRK denotes the cell residuals
η2RK = ρ
2
K‖(U1h − U0h)/∆τ −∇h · (A(v)∇hU1h) + b · ∇hU1h + rdU1h‖2L2(K),
while, ηE0K , ηEDK and ηENK stand for the edge residuals coming from the jump
of the numerical solution on the interior, Dirichlet boundary and Neumann
boundary edges, respectively, and ρK is a positive weight (see [25] for details).
The a posteriori error indicator is given by
η =
 ∑
K∈ξ(0)h
η2K

1/2
.
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The iteration continues until a prescribed condition η <  is satisfied, pro-
ducing the fix non-uniform mesh ξh := ξ
(s)
h to be used in the successive time
steps, for some s ∈ Z+.
Table 3: Parameter set for the convection dominated problem
κ θ σ ρ rd T K
1.98937 0.011876 0.33147 0.0258519 log(1.0005) 0.25 123.4
For the numerical experiments, we impose the following boundary conditions
proposed in [9]:
U(τ, vmin, x) = Ke
x−rfτΦ(d+)−KerdτΦ(d−)
U(τ, vmax, x) = Ke
x−rfτ
U(τ, v, xmin) = λU(τ, vmax, xmin) + (1− λ)U(τ, vmin, xmin)
∂
∂ν
U(τ, v, xmax) = A∇U · ~n = 1
2
vKex−rfτ
U(τ, v, x) = (Kex −K)+
where ~n is the outward normal vector,
d+ =
x+
(
rd − rf + 12vmin
)
τ√
vminτ
, d− =
x+
(
rd − rf − 12vmax
)
τ√
vmaxτ
and Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function given as
Φ(x) =
1
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−y
2/2dy.
The parameters are taken from [6] (see Table 3). We consider a bounded do-
main (0.0025, 0.559951)× (2.990790, 6.640072) for the computational purposes.
The constant time step size is taken as ∆τ = 0.0125. Precisely, we choose
rf = log(100) to examine the effect of large convective terms in a superior way.
The adaptive solution produces accurate solutions without oscillations using
less degrees of freedom (DoFs) (one tenth) (Fig. 1 right) than the oscillating
solutions for the uniform meshes (Fig. 1 left). The layer is also accurately
detected by the adaptive algorithm as shown in Fig. 2.
5.3. Butterfly call option
This example is chosen for the valuation of butterfly call spreads. A butterfly
call spread is a strategy favored by the traders who do not expect significant
movements in the underlying value. The spread is created by combining three
call options with different strike prices. Precisely, for K1 < K3, we buy two call
options with a strike price K1 and K3, and sell two call options with a strike
price K2 = (K1 +K3)/2. The payoff function is then given by
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Figure 1: Solution profiles at τ = T by a uniform (left) and adaptive mesh (right)
v
x
Figure 2: Adaptive mesh
g(v,Kex) = (K2e
x −K1)+ − 2(K2ex −K2)+ + (K2ex −K3)+,
with x = log (S/K2).Note that the payoff function (initial data) is non-differentiable
at the strike prices K1, K2 and K3.
Let U(τ, v, x) be the price of a butterfly spread option satisfying Heston’s
PDE (10) with x = log (S/K2). We impose the homogeneous Dirichlet type
boundary conditions in the x-direction, as proposed in [10]:
U(τ, v, xmin) = 0, U(τ, v, xmax) = 0,
with an initial condition
U(0, v, x) = (K2e
x −K1)+ − 2(K2ex −K2)+ + (K2ex −K3)+.
Additionally, we apply the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions in the
v-direction:
∂
∂v
U(τ, vmin, x) = 0 ,
∂
∂v
U(τ, vmax, x) = 0.
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Indeed, when v → 0 and v →∞, it is observed that the price of the underlying
security becomes steady [45]. As a result, the value of the spread does not show
a sensitivity for the extreme values of volatility.
In analogous to the before mentioned test examples 5.1 and 5.2, the com-
putational domain is reduced to a bounded one (0.0025, 0.559951) × (−5, 5).
Parameter set is taken from [9] (see Table 4). The mesh and time step sizes are
chosen as ∆x = 0.078, ∆v = 0.016 and ∆τ = 0.025.
Fig. 3 displays the payoff (left) and price surface (right) of a butterfly spread
with K1 = 0.1, K2 = 0.5, K3 = 0.9. As expected, at the strike prices K1, K2
and K3 the payoff function is non-differentiable. On the other hand, due to
the diffusion effect, the non-smoothness seems to be mitigated as τ → 0.25.
Indeed, the effect of diffusion terms is more significant when the underlying is
very volatile. Note that due to the no-arbitrage arguments, the value of this
spread can be determined as a combination of the prices of the considered call
options.
Figure 3: Price profile of a butterfly spread at τ = 0 (left) and at τ = 0.25 (right) with
x = log (S/K2)
5.4. Digital call option
In this numerical experiment, we examine the performance of SIPG with
Rannacher smoothing for the digital call options with a discontinuous payoff
[36, 45]
g(v,Kex) = 1{Kex>K},
where K is the strike price of the option, which is treated as a barrier level.
Precisely, if the stock price reaches the level K at maturity, then the option will
be worthless or it will pay 1 unit of money at time T . Let U(τ, v, x) be the price
of a digital call option adhering Heston diffusion-convection-reaction equation
(10). Differently from the test example 5.3, we now impose an inhomogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition at x = xmax [45]:
U(τ, v, xmax) = e
xmax−rfτ
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Table 4: Parameter set for the example 5.3
κ θ σ ρ rd rf T S0 K v0
2.5 0.06 0.5 -0.1 log(1.052) log(1.048) 0.25 1 1 0.05225
and an initial condition
U(0, v, x) = 1{Kex>K}.
The idea behind this boundary condition can be given as follows: when the price
of the underlying security is very high as compared to the strike price, then
the option is worth ex−rfτ as reaching to a value of 1 at maturity. Moreover,
regarding the boundaries at v = vmin and v = vmax, we follow the same financial
consideration, as for butterfly spread [45].
As in the test example 5.3, the numerical computations are performed under
the bounded domain (0.0025, 0.559951)× (−5, 5) with the same mesh and time
step sizes, i.e. ∆x = 0.078, ∆v = 0.016 and ∆τ = 0.025.
Fig. 4 illustrates the payoff (left) and price surface (right) of the considered
digital call option. It is apparent from figure that the payoff function is bended
at x = 0 due to the non-smoothness. On the other hand, the price function
seems to be smoother as a result of the diffusion effect. Indeed, the effect of the
diffusion term is more visible for large volatilities.
Figure 4: Price profile of a European digital call option at τ = 0 (left) and at τ = 0.25 (right)
with x = log(S/K)
In Table 5, we compare the relative errors of Crank-Nicolson and Crank-
Nicolson with Rannacher smoothing for linear dG elements with v0 = 0.05225
and S0 = 1, where the reference solution is 0.483827, obtained by the semi-
analytical formula in Section 2.1. Here, Nv and Nx denotes the number of par-
titions in the v and x-directions, respectively. It is apparent that the Rannacher
smoothing produces by far more accurate solutions than the Crank-Nicolson
method especially for fine grids.
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Table 5: Relative errors for digital call option
Crank-Nicolson Rannacher smoothing
Nv Nx value relative error value relative error
8 16 0.524935 8.50e-02 0.524910 8.49e-02
16 64 0.494234 2.15e-02 0.496226 2.56e-02
32 128 0.368798 2.38e-01 0.484065 4.93e-04
64 256 0.554879 1.47e-01 0.483568 5.34e-04
5.5. American put options
We present numerical results for American put options solved by the precon-
ditioned PSOR method (Algorithm 1) with Rannacher smoothing. The payoff
function of American option is given by
g(v,Kex) = (K −Kex)+,
where K is the strike price of the option and x = log (S/K). Let U(τ, v, x)
denote the option price satisfying the inequality (17). We consider the following
boundary conditions [20, 46]
U(τ, v, xmin) = K, U(τ, v, xmax) = 0,
U(τ, vmin, x) = (K −Kex)+ , ∂
∂v
U(τ, vmax, x) = 0.
The initial condition is given as U(0, v, x) = (K − Kex)+. The numerical
experiments are performed in the bounded domain as in [20]
vmin = 0.0025, vmax = 0.5, xmin = −5, xmax = 5.
The uniform time step size is taken as ∆τ = 0.01. We used a graded grid in the
direction of the transformed stock price x, which is four times as large as the
grid for the variance v, like in [20].
For evaluation of the accuracy and the performance of the preconditioned
PSOR method (Algorithm 1) we have taken the parameters in [20].
Table 6: Parameter set for American put option
κ θ σ ρ rd rf T K S0 v0
5 0.16 0.9 0.1 0.1 0 0.25 10 10 0.25
In Table 7, we seet that average number of the PSOR iterations are almost
the same and independent of the space discretization for each preconditioner,
which is characteristic for iterative methods. The CPU times are higher for
the left-right preconditioner due to the matrix square function of the sqrtm
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Table 7: PSOR: left,right, left-right preconditioner
grid (DOF) price CPU time # iter price CPU time # iter price CPU time # iter
8 x 32 (768) 0.9090 2.2 7.7 0.7950 1.9 6 0.7791 3.0 6.6
12 x 48 (1728) 0.8475 9.5 8 0.8342 7.7 6 0.8024 19.4 7
16 x 64 (3072) 0.8257 30.4 8 0.8350 24.3 6 0.8053 95.7 7
20 x 80 (4800) 0.8138 73.5 8 0.8346 61.3 6 0.8042 307.7 7
of MATLAB. In [20] option prices are listed for the same problem which vary
between 0.75 − 0.80 for different methods. Among the three preconditioners
the left-right preconditioner produces more stable values of the prices with finer
grids and it more close to those in the literature [20]. Therefore, in the following
computations of the prices we used the left-right preconditioner on a 20x80 grid.
The full price surfaces at times τ = 0 (T = 0.25) and τ = 0.25 (t = 0)
and option prices at different times τ for constant variance v = 0.25 are shown
in the Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The characteristic bend of the termination condition
in the American option is smoothed out, as can be seen in Fig. 5. This is a
consequence of the parabolicity of the solution operator, which is observed by
all numerical methods for the American options (see for example [20]). In Fig. 6,
the lowest plot shows the payoff function g. As it is clear from this plot, the
bend is smoothed as time goes from τ = 0 to τ = 0.25. We can also notice that
in the different time steps the option price is projected to the payoff function g.
Figure 5: Price profile of American put option at τ = 0 (left), at τ = 0.25 (right)
Moreover, in the following test example we compute option prices for differ-
ent values of the volatility-of-variance parameter ρ > 0 ∈ [−1, 1] which defines
the correlation between the two underlying Brownian motions in the Heston
model and we compare with those in the literature. We consider cases when the
Feller condition 2κθ > ρ2 is fulfilled and violated, as in [16]. In the first row of
the Table 8, the parameters are given for the case when the Feller condition is
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Figure 6: Evolution of the option price for different times τ for constant variance v = 0.25
satisfied, in the second row they are given for the case when the Feller condition
is violated.
Table 8: Parameter sets when Feller condition is satisfied/violated
κ θ σ rd rf T K S0 v0
0.6067 0.0707 0.2928 0.03 0 3 100 90 0.05
1.15 0.0348 0.39 0.04 0 0.25 100 90 0.0398
In Table 9, the prices are listed for different correlations ρ = −0.5, ρ = 0 and
ρ = 0.5, based on the parameter set given in the first row of Table 6 for which
Feller condition is satisfied. In [16], detailed comparison of American option
prices are given for different correlations by using various methods. Because
the boundary conditions in [16] and some of option prices are different, direct
comparison with our results is not possible. But from the Table 9 it can be seen
that the option prices are decreasing with increasing S0, which is also apparent
in [16].
Table 9: American put option prices for different correlations
ρ = −0.5 ρ = 0 ρ = 0.5
S0 = 90 16.8457 17.2410 17.5038
S0 = 100 12.8323 12.8470 12.6155
S0 = 110 10.0722 9.7379 9.0596
The option prices for the correlation parameter ρ = −0.64 are given with
some values existing in the literature, when Feller condition is not satisfied (see
second row of Table 8 for the corresponding parameter values). Again a direct
comparison is not possible, but the results in Table 10 are close to those in the
literature obtained under different boundary condition and option prices.
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Table 10: American put option value when the Feller condition is violated
S0 = 90 S0 = 100
SIPG 10.4123 3.0946
Fang and Oosterlee (2011) 9.9958 3.2079
Haentjens and Hout (2015) 10.0039 3.2126
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have applied the symmetric interior penalty dGFEM for
solving the European and American option prices under Heston model. We
have shown the non-smooth boundary and initial conditions for various option
pricing models can be handled in a natural way by the dGFEMs in combination
with the Rannacher smoothing in time for various European option pricing
models. The adaptive grid based on a posteriori error estimate demonstrates
the performance of the dGFEM for convection dominated Heston model. Due
to the convective terms in the Heston’s model, the stiffness matrices resulting by
dGFEM discretization are non-symmetric and non-normal. The non-normality
of these matrices affects negatively the convergence of iterative methods like the
PSOR. The left-right norm preconditioner transforms them to normal matrices,
which accelerate the convergence of PSOR. The numerical results for American
options using different parameters agree well with those in the literature.
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